
Bracelet with branding elements
Instructions No. 2670

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 30 Minutes

Create beautiful and modern bracelets with the burn painting craft technique. Thanks to the burning pen, you can burn in
individual elements. With the metal tins you also have a nice alternative as a gift at the same time.

First draw a pattern on the wooden sticks with a pencil or take a template and transfer it with graphite paper. 

Once you have applied the desired pattern to the spatulas, you can slowly trace the lines with the crayon. You can then erase
the excess pencil lines. 

Next, place the wooden spatulas in boiling water. Leave them there for at least 1 hour. Now carefully remove them from the
water and place them in a round opening to dry (preferably overnight). A glass, cup or vase, for example, is best suited here,
depending on the size of the wrist. 

If you want to give the bracelets as a gift, a metal tin is ideal for this. All you need to do is stick kraft paper and natural paper
on it. Then label a tag and tie it around/onto the tin. For the final touch, just put some straw silk in the box and place the
bracelet on top.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

12512 VBS Wooden spatula "Maxi", 50 pcs. 1

560566 Graphite paper 1

11606 VBS Metal cans / Soap tins "Round", 12 pieces 1

18057 Natural papers "Daisy" 1

708890 Kraft paper DIN A4, 25 sheets 1

18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1

567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1

706605-02 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsIvory 1

13981 Cotton cord "5 mm"Nature 1

VBS Wooden spatula "Maxi", 50 pcs.

1,59 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-wooden-spatula-maxi-50-pcs-a229450/
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